INTRO TO

SAGE CORPS
Experience is the new classroom. Welcome to Sage Corps.
Sage Corps is a global entrepreneurship program that sends top college students to intern abroad with tech startups
for a summer or semester. Past Fellows have made incredible contributions to their startups, whether it was developing
a web/mobile product or a market entry strategy. In addition to the work experience, Fellows attend tech conferences,
networking events, and visit larger companies.
There is no cost to host startups to participate in our program.

OUR STUDENTS
Sage Corps recruits exemplary college students across the United States and abroad. Our
2016 fellows:

CITIZENS OF 16 COUNTRIES

47% MINORITIES

TWO OR
82% SPEAK
MORE LANGUAGES

80 DIFFERENT
MAJORS/MINORS

MAJORITY ATTEND TOP US UNIVERSITIES
SUCH AS: Harvard, Columbia, Pennsylvania, Northwestern, Rice, Cornell,
		

University of Chicago, Vanderbilt, Princeton, Michigan, Dartmouth

"Haley [our Sage Corps fellow] took responsibility for her own work and was
undaunted regardless of the job given to her. In week two, she presented a high
level design for an online sales funnel based entirely on what she had learnt
from a book we asked her to read. She presented it, tweaked it, detailed it and
left us with a really valuable piece of work when her internship finished. we are
still using her design. ”
Patricia, AutoPixie

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
SEMESTER
(Fall/Spring)

Full-Time Internship
(40 hrs/wk)

SUMMER
(Jun-Aug)

Full-Time Internship
(40 hrs/wk)

Part-Time Internship
(15-20 hrs/wk)
IN-COUNTRY ORIENTATION
During the first two days of the Sage Corps program in-country, our fellows attend an orientation to learn about the
local culture, meet with key startup players, and meet their city managers. Fellows also complete a design thinking
workshop.
Each week as a group, the fellows attend an event organized by the city manager. These events include:
•

Meeting with entrepreneurs at startup incubator

•

Visit to multinational companies such as Google, LinkedIn, Thomson Reuters

•

Guest speakers such as venture capitalists, corporate innovators, or other members of the local startup
ecosystem

•

Curated weekly networking events, conferences, and “pitch events” for entrepreneurs

•

Social activities with Sage Corps Cohort

LOCATIONS
Amsterdam

Melbourne

Berlin

New York

Buenos Aires

Paris

Chicago

Santiago

Dublin

Seoul

Hong Kong

Singapore

London

Sydney

"Santiago [our Sage Corps fellow] fit into our Artificial Intellegence team
immediately. He was quick to do research to clarify difficult machine learning
and natural language processing issues. He’s curious, enthusiastic and
quickly learned difficult concepts even though he had an engineering, and
not necessarily an AI, background.”

Waqar, Zumata

